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NBS Definition of Fabric/Textile Buttons
Fabric buttons are made of fibrous material(s) of animal,
vegetable, or mineral origin including, but not limited to, cotton, hair,
linen, metallic thread, silk, wool, and some later synthetics such as
rayon, nylon, polyester, etc.
Also included in this class are highly embellished fabric buttons
such as passementeries, and those with a bead and/or sequin
covering. Beads, of any material, if strung on thread and made into
buttons, are classed as fabric buttons.
The buttons above are
NOT fabric buttons. They
are all versions of rattan
which is clearly stated in
the NBS Blue Book as not
fabric. These rattan
buttoHorse Buttons

in honor of 2014, the
Year of the Horse

Three beaded (fabric) buttons.
From left to right (L to R) dyed bone, steel and cranberry glass.

Materials that do not qualify as fabric in the classification, even
though woven, are pine needles, rattan, wood and wire. Hair and fur
when worked, are included as fabric/textiles, but if left intact on the
leather (skin), they are not.

Fabric buttons
are often complex in
construction and
most require a
supporting mold or
ring, around which
the fibrous material
is added. The early
molds were made
mostly of wood, but
bone and horn were
also employed
(shown at right).
Back/shank
attachments are
varied and include
the fabric cover
itself, gathered or
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overlapped in the back, thread
backs held in place by metal rings,
pad backs, metal loops and even
plastic. The shank is often attached
to a supporting back. Later version
of backs/shanks leaned toward
metal and plastic. Fabric when
mounted in metal, like most other
materials, is appropriate in
this class.
Fabric when mounted in
VI, plastic, or a material
other than metal is not
considered to be a textile
button. It is classed as the
material of the frame in
which it is mounted.
Top is a padback vegetable ivory
with woven fabric center. The
middle button is a self-shanked vegetable ivory with a worked Dorset inset and
the bottom button, a vintage plastic button with a worked inset, is a coat button
from the mid 20th century.

Textile history and details
Fabric/textile buttons are some of the oldest known buttons and
date back prior to the 14th century. Over the centuries until present,
a variety of hand techniques have produced buttons ranging from
utilitarian to quite elaborate. The French were the first to process
and use silk for twisted thread and soon made buttons from it. In
the early 17th century, cottage industries sprang up in different
areas of England, including Macclesfield, Dorset and Leeds. Women
and children were employed in very low paying jobs making buttons
from linen or silk. Elizabeth Hughes writes in the Big Book of
Buttons that throughout the 17th century, a gentleman’s ensemble
used several gross of tiny cloth buttons. By the 18th century, the
buttons ornamenting an outfit became larger and fewer in number.
The invention of the Jacquard loom in 1801 made it possible to
create tapestry-like fabric or braid which could be made into
buttons. Later innovation in this century led to machines allowing
for cloth covered buttons made with metal backs and pad or flexible
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Three “worked” designs made over a bone ring, called Dorset wheels.

shanks. The industrial revolution greatly impacted the production of
fabric buttons and unfortunately, also the lower class of laborers
who earned a meager income from making them.
Techniques of Construction
Most fabric buttons are constructed of a textile covering and a
supporting structure beneath. Interestingly, this early fabric
construction is very similar to some early 18th century metal buttons
called repousee. The repousee group of metal, called “capped’ by
the British, had a thin sheet of embossed metal wrapped over and
supported by a mold of bone, wood or more rarely, worked thread.
Except for their cat gut shanks for attachment, they are much like
their fabric cousins in design.
Four metal “cousins” with worked thread or wood
backs with cat gut shanks. Notice even the metal
face designs imitate worked, wound and woven
fabric.
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Also related are a few transitional buttons that appear to be
passementerie-like on their surface, but are mounted in metal. One
could refer to them as passementerie
mounted in metal.

Left and middle buttons have passementerie faces that are mounted in metal,
probably early 19th century. The one on right is an anomaly: a highly decorated
fabric face attached to a wood back with a cat gut shank with a metal rim.
Amazing creativity!

The techniques employed to make fiber into buttons are varied.
The NBS Classification groups these into 3 broad groups: worked,
wound and woven (I think of them as the 3 “Ws”). Early examples of
all three types were executed by hand and continue to be made that
way today. Woven fabric was produced by hand in early times. A
button is classed according to the basic technique used to create its
main cover. This “base cover” may be further embellished by a
different technique. Close examination of different fabric buttons
will show however, that many buttons utilize more than one
technique. Many complex fabric buttons fit into more than one
class.
Worked—the cover is hand wrought by needle. Examples are
crochet, knitting, tatting and even basket weave. Early skilled
workers were very precise in their stitching. Per JFA— “As far as the
texture of the work is concerned, many of the covers needle wrought
from silk thread are of such fine, precise perfection and in patterns

The top button is an unusual shape—square crochet over a wood mold. Bottom
small ones are worked Division I examples, one with beads (a form of OME). The
top left button is a handmade Italian couture design worked over a fiber core.
The middle right button is machine-worked and was used on a fur coat.

so similar to machine woven ones, that one could easily mistake
them for products of the loom.”
A general rule is to remember that needle worked buttons are
always made over a mold, never over a metal shell as later machine
woven cloth was. Embroidery, although a working method, is
applied on a woven base cover, so is still classed as a woven
button, not a worked one. In fact, embroidery is one of the
subclasses found under woven.
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Two ornate worked
buttons, both decorated
with beads. The complex
Division I example on
the left has a chunky
mold for the body, as
well as a ring, wrapped
to form an inner border.
At the button center is a
cross design, its four
quadrants filled with
black beads. The second
button is a modern
version with a beaded
outer border. It is
worked over a plastic
mold/shank piece.
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Another oddball, this button has linear winding of twisted cord that follows the
square shape of the button, even over the edges and onto the back. It has a
large center of black glass strung beads which are glued onto the surface.

Wound—A single strand of metallic thread,
silk floss, cord (multiple twisted threads) is
wound (wrapped) around a wooden mold until
the entire base is covered. Sometimes this
wound base or under-covering was totally plain,
acting as a canvas for additional needle
wrought thread embellishments, making them
into a fancier design (these
are classed as wound/
worked). Many wound
designs are radial in nature
due to the winding
technique used.
Early complex designs
required much skill on the
part of the worker. The
Two unusual wound fabrics.
Left is an atypical shape, but the
design still radiates from the
center. The button on the right is
a lovely combination of wound
and worked. Backs show the
threads “changing directions” to
create the design on the fronts.

front of these buttons always appeared perfect, but the back was
less so, allowing for the color changes made on the back side. In
the 18th century, elaborate wound buttons were made on a
mechanical device involving wheels, bobbins of thread and a
“brochette”or long slender spindle. A wooden button mold with a
hole in its center was placed over the spindle and buttons were
wound from thread off of the bobbin.
Two distinct types were made, originally called bobbins and
wheels. These terms are no longer in use, but collectors still value
them as highly sought after 18th century fabric buttons.
The bobbins were characterized by the design derived from
winding multiple colored threads snugly into elaborate patterns.
The resulting cover was tight, forming a solid single layer like cloth.
Two 18th
century
wound
“bobbins.”
Note the
radial
designs. The
button on the
left is held in
a button
spider
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Woven—woven buttons are the easiest to recognize and became
more popular over time, especially after the industrial revolution
brought in the machine era. Most modern fabric buttons are woven;
weaves take many forms, such as brocade, damask, velvet, mohair,
etc. Pictorial textilographs are included here and even felted
material, which does not appear woven at all.
Many woven buttons have additional “worked embellishments.”

Colorful 18th century “death’s head” pattern.

Three textilographs: a vintage flower (mounted in metal), an old
Queen Victoria (threadback), and
a modern “tie” button.

One popular design was called the “death’s head” which is a
quadrated circle pattern. The origin of this name is uncertain. This
pattern is also found in early metal buttons.
Wheels resemble modern crocheted buttons in look; they appear
to be double layered, with an openwork needle wrought covering
overlaying a plain thread wound base. The simplest wheels have a
hub in the center with spokes radiating out to and over the edge of
the mold much like spider webs. Fancier ones have their spokes
interlaced with cross connecting threads often of contrasting color
or texture.

Three ornate
“wheels.” Note the
plain wound thread
base under the lacy
open-worked cover.

Four woven fabric buttons with various worked
decorations, including a cross-stitched bird on
the left and an embroidered stylized plant form
pattern with a blanket stitch border on the
right.
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Specific Types
Two “specific types” of fabric buttons deserve special mention.
18th century passementeries, one of the most elaborate textile
buttons found, are not sub-classed under one of the 3 “W” s, since
they are found with both wound and woven base covers and their
construction is complex. Most have linen base covers, but a few
passementerie buttons were made over a wound thread base. The
term passementerie in French means “bits or pieces of adornment”.
Their surfaces are highly decorated with bits of embellishment sewn
on, often making the base cover totally invisible. Some had solidpiece decorative “caps” or fascias made of materials such as
embossed horn, thin metal or metallic foil, even a thin layer of pearl.
Varied bits of glittery embellishment, including metallic thread,
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twisted wire coils, sequins, pearl, beads, paste and mirrored glass,
were attached to the fascia or sewn directly to the linen cloth
stretched over a supporting mold. They are often quite ornate.
Fabric is also found mounted in metal, and a popular collector
button is the fabric background. Most are velvet, but grosgrain,
burlap, silk, hair and other woven materials are also found. The use
of fabric as a backdrop for a focal design placed over it adds both
color and texture to the result. The addition of fabric to metal
designs enhanced both pictorial and non-pictorial buttons. In many
backgrounds, the underlying fabric comprises the “negative” or nonfocal aspect of the button.

Four 18th century passementeries—from L to R: cut-out gilt horn fascia with dyed
bone beads, cut-out pearl fascia with metallic coiled wire and red pastes, metal
fascia with metal sequins, metallic coiled wire and a central paste, and lastly, a
foil fascia with a
metallic coiled
wire 10-point
star design.
The backs
vary as
shown.
Above, four traditional velvet backgrounds with
pictorial and conventional designs. Metal designs
include pewter, brass and steels. The pear and
leaves (below) are a
“cut-out”
background style,
sometimes called
“perfume buttons.”

Others are more like a silhouette, with
the focal design (subject) cut out of the
metal top piece, allowing the fabric
underneath to become the main focus.
These are often called “perfume” buttons.
As you can see, fabric/textile buttons are an interesting and
varied group, well worth the collector’s attention. There is much
depth to be mined in this material. Read Section 5 of the
classification and seek out fabric buttons next time you visit a button
show. They are often under rated and under valued in my opinion.

